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OPM Systern Model can be visual or textuad. 
Sight Map is a visual OPAM Systern Model. 
Formal Script is a textual OPM System Model. 
Sight Map and formal Script are informatically equivalent 
Sight lap consists of one or more Sight Diagrants. 
Formal Script consists of one or nore Formal Paragraphs. 
OPM Subsystem Model can be visual or textual. 
Sight Diagram is a visual OPM Subsystera Model. 
Formal Paragraph is a textual OPM Subsystem Model, 
Sight Diagram and Fornal Paragraph are informatically 

equivalant. 
Sight Diagram consists of one or more Sight Sentences. 
Fornal Paragraph consists of one or more Formal Sentences. 
OPM Sertence can be visual or toxtual. 
Sight Senterce is a visual OPM Sentence. 
Formal Seriences a textual Of M. Senterce. 
Sight Sentence and For Trial Sentence are informatically 

equivalent 
For Tai Sentance consists of one or more Formal Phrases. 
Sight Sentence consists of one or more Sight Phrases. 
OPM Phase care visualor-textual. 
Sight Phrase is a visual OPM Phrase. 
Formal Phrase is a textuat OPM Phrase. 
Sight Phrase and Foma Phrase are informatically equivalent. 
formal Phrase consists of one or Eore Words. 
Word consists of one or more letters. 
initial Letter is a Letter. 
initial Letter can be capitalized or non-capitalized, 
hig and Walue exhibit capitalized Letter. 

State and Tag exhibit non-capitatzed Letter. 
formal Phrase can be non-reserved or reserved, 
Sight Phrase exhibits Shape. 
Shape can be open or closed. 
Entity and Connector are OPM Phrases. 
Closed Shape visually idortifies Entity. 
Non-reserved Formal Phrase textually identifies Entity, 

identifles Connector. 
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Reserved. Format Phrase textually identifies Connector. 
Closed Shape contains non-reserved Fortna Phrase, 
Thing and Walte are Entities. 
Scattng affects. Thing. 
Structural Link and Procedural Link are Cornectors. 
Transformation Link and Enabling Link are Procedural Links. 
Connector exhibits Source and estination. 
Agent link and instrutment Link are Enabling Links. 
Effect Link, input Link, Output Link, Consumption tink, Resutt Link. and 

Vocation Link are Transformation Links 
Effect link consists of input link and Output Link. 
Fundamental Structural frk and Tagged Structurei Link are Structural Links. 
Non-reserved Formal Phrase textuatly identifies Tagged Structural Link. 
Aggtegation Link, Goneralization Link, Exhibition Link, and Classification link 

are Furdainental Structura frks. 
Thing instantiates optional instances. 
Thing exhibits optional features. 
Feature is a Thing 
Thing exhibits Perseverance. 
Perseverance is a Feature. 
Perseverance can be static or dynamic, 
Object is a Thing, the Perseverance of which is static. 
Process is a hing, the Perseveranca of which is dynamic. 
Ellipso, Rectangle, and Rountangle are closed Shapes 
Rectangle visually contifies object, 
Etlipse visually identifies Process, 
Attribute and Operation are Features. 
Attribute is an Object. 
Operation is a Process, 
Attribute instantiates Value, 
Rotuntarge visually identifies Value. 
Status is an Attribute. 
State instartiates States. 
State is a Walue. 
Changing affects Object. 
Changing requires Process. 
Changing consumes Pre Walue. 

FIG. 23 
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Object Building consists of 2 slewstors. 
Object Elevator features ID, OutstandingRequests and locationStatus. Objecsimple lipshortkey. 

Object OutstandingRequests has states no and yes, 
bject locationstatus has states atFloor and betweenFloors. 

Elevator conststs of poor, 
Object Door has states open and eiosed. 

Door features process Closing, 
Evertoo open (state-entrance of Door of Elevator Din (1 to 23 of Bulfding triggers 
Closing of Door of Elevator(TD) of suilding with a reaction tie of (44). 
Process Closing is guarded by Doors Oper", 

OutstandingRoquests of Elevator is ycs" and 
locationStatus of Elevator is at loor. 
Closing affects Door of Elevator from open to closed and 

LocationStatus of Elevator from attoor to betweenF S. 
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l class Building is public object 
2 privates 
3. class Elevator 
4 privatas 
5 Building of 
6 short to 
7 public 
8. short getto (void) 
9 yoid set ind (short t) : Consists of Door 
10 private 

class Door a public object 
2 privates 
3 Elevator if 
s State closed A sawa for State open - - - 
LS public 
5 void set closed (Boo.RAN enter, short invoker) 
7 void enter closed (short favoker) ; 
18 void enter closed (void) 
S emun door get Door (void) Door features 

2O feders. Elevatory Process Closing 
2. private 
22 elass closing a public Procoss 
23 private - 

2. Door firf 
2S void Execute (short Invoker, short Triggering Event) 
26 public 
27 closing (void) 
28 BOOLEAN Trigger(short Inyoker, short 
29 Teiggering event) 
30 . friend door 
3. 
32 public s 
33 Closing the Cosing 
3. Eriend Closing 
35 Door (voia) 
36 
37 public 
E8 door the doory 
f / LocationStatus and outstandingReguasts are defined in 
// a way similar to Door 

39 Elevator (void) 

4l public 
42 relevator the Elevator (2) 
3 Building (veit) 

44 
45 extern Building the Buildingy 

FIG. 32 
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void Eventiprocess Table : : Trigger.All Processes (Event re) 
{ 

Process process_ptr; 

switch(e->getid () ) // get id of triggering Event 
f/ (e.g., door Open) 

case dooropen: switch (e->get trigobi ()) { 
// get id of triggering object 

case elevator : 
procesapt is 
& the Building the Elevator (0) ... the Door. the closing; 

break; 
case elevator2: 
process ptr = 
&the Building...the Blevator ill. the Door. the Closing; 

} break; 

TryTorrigger (e, process.ptr, 0.4, O, O, O, i, O, O, 
e->get tris obi (), e->get id()); 

} break; 

FIG. 34 

void Buildings 3-levators tdoors closing a Execute (short Invoker, 
short Triggering event) 

Process :: Execute (Invoker, Triggering Event); 
f->f->the door. eater closed (Invoker) ; 
f->first he Location Status. enter betwoonFloors () , 

FIG. 35 
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MODELING SYSTEM 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This relates to and claims priority from co-pending 
U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/201,860, 
filed May 4, 2000; and co-pending U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application Ser. No. 60/216,532, filed Jul. 5, 2000. Both 
applications are incorporated by reference herein in their 
entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 Many system designs begin as ad hoc sketches on 
the back of a napkin. These crude diagrams attest to the 
value of diagramming as a design tool. A relatively simple 
diagram can depict important interactions and relationships 
between different system components. Oftentimes, however, 
a drawing may later appear confusing or ambiguous to its 
own author. This problem often stems from a lack of 
notational consistency in a diagram. 
0003) A wide variety of modeling methodologies attempt 
to formalize the meaning associated with different diagram 
symbols. For example, UML (Unified Modeling Language) 
provides a general-purpose notational language for specify 
ing and visualizing complex Software and other systems. In 
particular, UML proponents advocate an approach that rep 
resents a system as a collection of objects. Different types of 
UML diagrams can portray various views of the system. 

0004 Many different vendors offer design tools that ease 
construction of system diagrams. For example, Rational 
Rose(R) provides a suite of tools that ease construction of 
UML diagrams. These tools provide a user interface that 
features a palette of UML graphic symbols for placement on 
a diagram. 

SUMMARY 

0005. In general, in one aspect, the invention features a 
computer-implemented method of modeling. The method 
includes receiving input specifying at least one graphic 
element of a model diagram. The diagram can include 
graphic elements representing a process and graphic ele 
ments representing an object. Based on the received input, 
the method generates a textual description of the dia 
grammed model. 

0006 Embodiments may include one or more of the 
following features. The graphic elements may correspond to 
a graphical notation, such as OPM (Object-Process Meth 
odology), that models objects and processes as independent 
elements. 

0007 Generating the textual description may include 
determining one or more context-free grammar production 
rules corresponding to the input, and generating a context 
free grammar expression from the one or more context-free 
grammar production rules. The production rules may be 
consistent with a natural language such as English. 
0008. The received input may be user input. For example, 
the textual description may be generated as a real-time 
response to user input manipulating, adding, or deleting 
graphic elements. Generating the textual description may 
also proceed in a batch mode. 
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0009. The received input may specify a level of detail to 
depict. Additionally, the method may include determining a 
portion of the textual description to display based on the 
received input specifying the level of detail. 
0010. The method may include translating a label of a 
graphic element from a first natural language to a second 
natural language. Such a method may use production rules 
of a context-free grammar for the second natural language. 
0011. The method may also include using the generated 
text to automatically generate Software instructions to imple 
ment the model or to provide a visual simulation of a 
modeled system. 

0012. In general, in another aspect, the invention features 
a computer-implemented method of modeling. The method 
includes receiving a textual description of a model and, 
based on the received description, generating a model dia 
gram composed of different graphic elements. The different 
graphic elements can include a graphic element representing 
a process and a graphic element representing an object. 

0013 In general, in another aspect, the invention features 
a method of translating text from a first natural language to 
a second natural language. The method includes receiving 
input specifying a diagram including elements labeled in 
accordance with a first natural language, translating the 
element labels from the first natural language to the second 
natural language, and generating text in the second natural 
language in accordance with a grammar associated with the 
diagram elements. 

0014. In general, in another aspect, the invention features 
a computer program product, disposed on a computer read 
able medium, for modeling. The computer program includes 
instructions for causing a processor to receive input speci 
fying at least one graphic element of a model diagram. 
Different graphic elements in the diagram can include a first 
graphic element representing a process and a second graphic 
element representing an object. Based on the received input, 
the instructions can generate a textual description of the 
diagrammed model. 

0015. In general, in another aspect, the invention features 
a computer program product, disposed on a computer read 
able medium, for modeling. The computer program includes 
instructions for causing a processor to receive a textual 
description of a model, and, based on the received descrip 
tion, generate a model diagram composed of different 
graphic elements that can include a first graphic element 
representing a process and a second graphic element repre 
senting an object. 

0016 Advantages will become apparent in view of the 
following description, including the figures and the claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0017 FIGS. 1 to 20 are screenshots of a modeling tool 
that expresses a system model both graphically and textu 
ally. 

0018 FIG. 21 is an OPM (Object Process Methodology) 
diagram illustrating OPM. 

0.019 FIGS. 22 and 23 are listings of formal text corre 
sponding to the OPM diagram of FIG. 21. 
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0020 FIG. 24 is a diagram illustrating a learning mode of 
the modeling tool. 
0021 FIGS. 25-30 are diagrams illustrating temporal 
features of OPM. 

0022 FIG. 31 is a diagram representing an elevator 
system. 

0023 FIGS. 32-35 are listings of code automatically 
generated for the diagram depicted in FIG. 30. 
0024 FIG. 36 is a diagram illustrating a generic process 
ing process. 
0.025 FIG. 37 is a flowchart of a process for generating 
text based on graphic elements in a diagram. 
0026 FIG. 38 is a flowchart of a process for modifying 
a collection of graphic elements in a diagram based on text. 
0027 FIGS. 39 and 40 are screenshots of a modeling tool 
illustrating language translation. 
0028 FIG. 41 is a diagram of a computer platform. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0029 FIGS. 1 to 20 illustrate a user interface provided by 
a modeling tool. Each user interface screen 100 shown 
features a graphic design workspace 102 (“DiagraMaker'). 
The workspace 102 enables a user to assemble and inter 
connect graphic elements to model a system. As shown, the 
tools user interface may provide a palette 101 of graphic 
symbols representing model elements. For example, the tool 
enables a user to drag-and-drop model elements from the 
palette 101 onto the workspace 102 for configuration into a 
system model. The model elements shown in the palette 101 
of FIG. 1 correspond to a graphic notation defined by OPM 
(Object-Process Methodology). 
0030 Object-Process Methodology enables a user to 
define processes and objects as independent entities. Inde 
pendent representation of objects and processes reflects the 
thought process of many designers, and, thus, facilitates 
rapid model development. Additionally, even those initially 
unfamiliar with OPM can quickly grasp components and 
behavior represented by an OPM model. FIGS. 1-20 illus 
trate model elements offered by OPM. Appendix A includes 
a list of all Such elements, their usage, and meanings. 
0031. As shown, FIGS. 1-20 also feature a script window 
104 (“TextMaker') that present the textual, formal English, 
equivalent of a diagram in the workspace 102. These sen 
tences are referred to as OPL (Object Process Language) 
herein. A user can enter text into the script window 104 by 
typing, using speech recognition, opening a file, and so 
forth. 

0032. The tool can maintain the equivalence of the script 
window 104 description and the workspace 102 diagram, 
whether a user alters the diagram in the workspace 102 or 
changes the text in the script window 104. That is, the tool 
can alter or add graphic model elements to conform to the 
text description in the script window 104 and can automati 
cally generate sentences reflecting changes or additions to a 
diagram. Hence, the informational content of the text 
description and graphic diagram remains equivalent. Addi 
tionally, one may be completely reconstructed from the 
other. 
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0033. The precise description of a modeled system pro 
vided by the text permits review of the design by domain 
experts or managers who may have little technological 
experience or prior experience with graphic models. Addi 
tionally, even though easily digested by lay people, the text 
provides an unambiguous specification for system imple 
mentation, for example, by programmers. 
0034. In general, to maintain equivalence between dia 
gram and text, the tool associates model elements and model 
element combinations with formal English sentence types. 
As user input graphically specifies model elements and their 
relationships, the modeling tool can automatically generate 
the corresponding text sentences. Such real-time feedback 
can quickly alert users to unintended design errors as they 
OCCU. 

0035. The text shown conforms to a context-free gram 
mar defined to generate natural language (e.g., English) 
sentences. Appendix B includes a listing of the context free 
grammar production rules. Production rules can be 
expressed in a wide variety of formats, such as BNF 
(Backus-Naur Format), EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur for 
mat) and so forth. While the rules shown feature English 
words and syntax, other production rules may reflect other 
natural languages. 
0036) The equivalence of the text and graphic model 
representations is, again, a two-way street. That is, instead of 
generating the text from a diagram, the tool can automati 
cally generate a system diagram from text. That is, the 
modeling system can use the production rules, such as the 
rules shown in Appendix B, to parse a given statement and 
construct a corresponding diagram. For example, as a user 
translates prose systems requirements specification into the 
modeling systems context-free grammar expressions, the 
tool can depict the equivalent diagram elements in the 
diagram window 102. Again, the tools use of ordinary 
English text to describe a system increases operator famil 
iarity, eases use, and can speed system design. To provide a 
better understanding of the correspondence between graph 
ics and text, the tool can highlight graphic constructs cor 
responding to a sentence when the user rests a cursor on the 
sentence, and Vice-versa. 
0037 Though shown as a system that responds to user 
input in real-time, the system may operate in batch-mode. 
For example, a user may submit, or open, a script of formal 
English sentences arranged in paragraphs and be presented 
with the corresponding set of diagram(s), one for each 
paragraph. Formal English sentences, described below, can 
indicate the links between the different diagrams. Similarly, 
a user may completely draw a set of diagrams that specify 
a system before requesting automatic generation of the 
corresponding text. Either the real-time or batch-modes may 
be implemented as an interpreter and/or a compiler. Addi 
tionally, rather than presenting a generated Script or set of 
diagrams, the system may instead save Such information as 
a file. 

0038. To illustrate OPM features and the equivalence of 
the graphic and text expressions of a model, FIGS. 1-20 
depict development of a wedding system that marries two 
people. While software designers can use OPM for software 
system development, the example that follows illustrates 
that OPM can represent systems in a wide variety of 
domains. 
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0039. As shown, to model a wedding system a designer 
created an object 106 labeled “Person' in the workspace 
102. For example, the designer may have selected a graphic 
symbol of an object 103, a rectangle, from the palette 101 
and positioned the object 106 on the workspace 102. 

0040. An object 106 can have different states. A “roun 
tangle” (“rounded-corners rectangle') graphically depicts an 
object's state inside the object's box. As shown, a designer 
has specified that a person 106 object includes a state 108 
labeled “single'108 and a state 110 labeled “married”. 
Additionally, as indicated by the bolding of the “single'108 
state's border, the designer has specified that a “Person'106 
object initially assumes the “single'108 state. 

0041. The scripting window 104 presents the formal 
English sentences 200, 202 corresponding to the diagram 
depicted in the workspace 102. Other configurations present 
the information shown in the workspace 102 and scripting 
window 104 in different ways. For example, the system may 
permit user configuration and arrangement of the windows 
102,104, menu bars, palettes 101, and so forth. Additionally, 
the tool need not display the workspace 102 and scripting 
window 104 simultaneously. The tool may also feature other 
windows, such as those containing hierarchical lists of 
previously defined objects and/or processes and their 
attributes, software instructions or database schemas auto 
matically generated from the Script and/or diagram, and so 
forth. 

0042. The tool constructs the sentences presented in the 
Scripting window 104 by combining the graphic element 
labels with reserved phrases of one or more words associ 
ated with a graphic element. For example, a 'state enumera 
tion' sentence according to the production rules in Appendix 
B can be expressed as “Object can be State List where the 
Object is replaced by the object 106 label “Person” and State 
List is replaced by a list of the object’s states’ labels (i.e., 
“single' and “married'). Thus, as shown, the scripting 
window includes a text sentence 200 of "Person can be 
single or married'. 
0043. The tool can use text formatting to bold labeled 
elements while reserved phrases (e.g., “can be’”) appear in a 
normal, non-bolded font. This convention emphasizes the 
elements of the system rather than the reserved phrases that 
may appear again and again in a script. The convention also 
enables a user to quickly identify relationships between 
domain-specific names of objects, processes, and States. 
Additionally, the system may enable a user to color code 
diagram elements and format the text to color terms to match 
the color of their corresponding diagram elements. 

0044) Again, while described as generation of text based 
on manipulation of elements in the workspace 102, the tool 
can also accept text and modify the graphic depiction to 
reflect this text. For example, formatting a text term as a 
specific color can cause the system to correspondingly color 
associated diagram elements. 
0045. The tool can provide feedback to guard against 
illegal constructs. For example, if a user attempts to insert a 
formal English sentence that does not conform to the formal 
English syntax, the system can generate a list of the closest 
legal options for user selection. Likewise, if the user 
attempts to insert a graphical construct not recognized by the 
system as legal, the tool can generate a list of the closest 
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legal graphical arrangements for user selection. In either 
case, the tool can direct the user to an appropriate part of a 
tool help/tutorial facility. 

0046 OPM permits alternate representations of similar 
system features. For example, as shown in FIG. 2, instead of 
directly attributing states to the “Person’ object 106, a 
designer can use an “exhibition-characterization' graphic 
element 114 to elaborate on characteristics exhibited by 
another element. The tool depicts the “exhibition-character 
ization' graphic element 114 as a dark triangle within a 
white triangle. As shown, the designer has added a new 
object 116, labeled “Marital Status”, that features the states 
of “single'118 and “married 120. By connecting the “Mari 
tal Status' object 116 to the “Person” object 112 via the 
“exhibition-characterization' graphic element 114, the dia 
gram expresses that a marital status characterizes each 
person. 

0047 As shown, the designer also used a “non-compre 
hensive' symbol 112 that indicates that a person features 
other characteristics which are not depicted in the diagram. 
The “non-comprehensive' symbol 112 appears as a line 
segment crossing a connection between the person object 
106 and the graphic element 112 (i.e., the “exhibition 
characterization' symbol) defining the relationship between 
the objects 106, 116. As shown in sentence 204, the text 
associated with this symbol features the words “and more'. 
The “non-comprehensive' symbol can also be used to 
characterize other symbols such as “aggregation” and “spe 
cialization' symbols described below. 
0048 While a bit more involved than FIG. 1, the diagram 
of FIG. 2 permits greater system design flexibility. For 
example, a designer can easily add more features (attributes 
and/or operations) for a person. Additionally, comparing the 
text 204-208 of FIG. 2 with the text 200-202 of FIG. 1 
illustrates how different sentences can express essentially 
the same system. This flexibility enables designers to 
express a system in their own style without losing the 
rigorous formalism provided by OPM. 

0049 FIG. 3 introduces an important aspect of OPM. As 
shown, a user has inserted a process symbol 126, depicted as 
an ellipse, into the diagram. A process is an entity that 
transforms an object. As shown, the user has labeled the 
process 126"Wedding, conforming to OPM's suggested 
practice of using the gerund form of verbs to name pro 
CCSSCS. 

0050. As shown in FIG. 3., using OPM, a designer can 
represent both system processes 126 and objects 106 as 
independent “things'. Again, an object can include one or 
more possible states. A process affects an object by changing 
its current state (s). Representing a system with independent 
objects and processes results in an intuitive diagram reflect 
ing both system structure and dynamics. For example, even 
before a more formal discussion, many can intuit from the 
diagram shown in FIG. 3 that a “Wedding changes a 
“Person' from “single' to “married'. A reading of the 
corresponding text 210 explicitly expresses this interopera 
tion of the “Wedding process 126 and “Person” object 106. 
0051. In greater detail, after adding and labeling the 
“Wedding process 126, a user specified the transformation 
of the “Person” object 106 provided by the “Wedding 
process 126 by a pair of links 122, 124. Each link 122, 124 
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appears as a line terminating in hollow arrowhead. The links 
122, 124 have different sources and destinations. That is, 
link 122 leads from the “single” state 108 to the “Wedding 
process 126, while link 124 leads from the “Wedding 
process 126 to the “married' state 124. In OPM terminology, 
link 122 forms an “input link’ that represents the leaving of 
the “single' state 108. Similarly, link 124 forms an output 
link that represents entry into the “married” state 124. The 
pair of links 122, 124 identify the “Wedding process as 
changing a “Person'106 from the “single'108 state to “mar 
ried 110 state. As shown, the pair of links 122, 124 can share 
a thread label (e.g., “a”) that can distinguish this pair 122, 
124 from others in a diagram. Thread labels permit identi 
fication of potentially parallel threads of execution. 

0.052 As shown in FIG. 4, an element may have associ 
ated “enablers'130, 134. An enabler 130, 134 is an object 
that is required for a process to occur, but itself is not 
affected by the process occurrence. For example, a wedding 
requires both a justice of the peace and a marriage license. 
To reflect this, as shown in FIG. 4, a designer specified that 
the “Wedding process 126 requires both a “Justice” enabler 
130 and a “License' enabler 134. As shown, a line termi 
nating in a "lollipop' identifies enabler relationships. 

0053 OPM and the tool can distinguish between different 
categories of enablers. For example, one type of enabler is 
known as an "agent.” An agent, Such as a human or 
organizational unit, exhibits discretion. Other types of 
enabler's are deemed “instruments”. Blackened lollipops 
identify agents while hollow lollipops identify instruments. 
FIG. 4 depicts the “Justice' enabler 130 as an agent and the 
license as an instrument. This reflects the designer's 
acknowledgment that a “Justice' may exercise judgment 
before marrying two people, while a marriage license offers 
nothing other than its provisions. The involvement of an 
agent in a process can imply a need for Some kind of user 
interface in the ultimate system implementation. 

0054 While terms like “enablers”, “agents', and “instru 
ments' may require a bit of explaining to those unfamiliar to 
OPM, the text sentences 212-214 eschew this terminology in 
favor of simpler descriptions. For example, the text gener 
ated for the agent relationship between the “Justice' object 
130 and the “Wedding process 126 simply states “Justice 
handles Wedding.212. This concise phrasing clearly com 
municates the design depicted by the diagram to those 
unfamiliar with OPM notation or its terminology. 

0.055 As previously described, processes transform 
objects by changing their states. For example, FIG. 3 illus 
trated a process 112 altering an object 106 by changing an 
object's 106 state. As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, processes 
may also construct (generate) or destroy (consume) objects. 
For example, a wedding generates a new couple. FIG. 5 
illustrates this transformation by the addition of a “Couple' 
object 138 and a link 136. While the link 136 appears 
identical to the “input'122 link introduced in FIG. 3 (i.e., a 
line terminated by a hollow arrowhead), the context of the 
link 136 imparts a different meaning. That is, since the link 
136 connects to the “Couple' objects 136 border instead of 
some internal state, the link 136 represents construction of 
the object 136. This construction is analogous to a “con 
structor” in C++. Again, instead of technical lingo, the text 
sentence 216 corresponding to this construction states 
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“Wedding yields Couple'. This natural phrasing expands the 
audience of the model to those less familiar with program 
matic concepts. 
0056. Just as a wedding creates a couple, a divorce 
destroys it. Thus, FIG. 6 depicts a "Divorcing process 142 
that destroys the “Couple' object 138 constructed by the 
“Wedding process 112. The link 140 that establishes this 
relationship between the “Couple' object 138 and the 
"Divorcing process 142 appears identical to the output link 
124 leading from the “Wedding process 112 to the “mar 
ried' state 110. However, again the context of the link 140 
imparts a different meaning. That is, the link 140 extends to 
the “Divorcing process 142 from the “Couple' object 138 
perimeter instead of from some internal “Couple' object 138 
state. This context indicates the destination process 142 
consumes the source object 138. The text, "Divorcing con 
sumes Couple'218, states the relationship between the 
object 138 and process 142 with blunt clarity. 
0057. A model often changes over the lifecycle of a 
system. Such changes occur frequently during the initial 
design as users try different model configurations. Such 
changes also occur during maintenance phases, for example, 
after practice reveals deficiencies in an original model. The 
tool reflects changes in the diagram or equivalent text to 
maintain equivalence between the two. For example, user 
removal of the "Divorcing process 142 from the diagram 
causes removal of consumption link 140 and the correspond 
ing text sentence 218. Similarly elimination of sentence 218 
causes removal of the "Divorcing process 142 and con 
sumption link 140 from the diagram. 
0058 Returning to the design of the wedding system 
model, generally, a wedding joins a man and a woman. As 
shown in FIG. 7. OPM provides a graphic element 140 that 
enables specification that “Man’142 and “Woman'144 
objects constitute “specializations” of a “Person’ object 106. 
That is, much like class inheritance in object-oriented meth 
odologies, a diagram can specify that both the “Man’142 
and “Woman'144 objects share the attributes associated 
with the “Person” object 106, though the “Man’142 and 
“Woman'144 objects may differ in other ways. For example, 
while both “Man’142 and “Woman'144 objects have 
“single'108 and “married'110 states inherited from the 
“Person” object 106, a “Man’ object 142 may have a “Best 
Man” object (not shown) while a “Woman” object 144 may 
have a “Bridesmaid' object (not shown). 
0059) As shown, OPM depicts the “specialization” sym 
bol 140 as a hollow triangle. The text sentence 220 associ 
ated with the specialization includes the reserved term “are'. 
as in “Man and Woman are Persons.”220. The text sentence 
220 also illustrates that the tool can pluralize words as 
contextually needed. For example, a sentence of “Man and 
Woman are Person' is both awkward and grammatically 
incorrect. Thus, the tool pluralizes the object label “Person' 
by adding a “s' suffix. The tool can maintain a dictionary for 
words not pluralized by convention “s' and “es' suffixes 
(e.g., 'goose pluralized is geese'). 

0060 OPM provides not only for specializations of 
objects, but also specializations of processes. For example, 
“Secular Wedding and “Religious Wedding' (not shown) 
could be specializations of the process “Wedding just as 
“Man’ and “Woman” are specializations of the object Per 
SO. 
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0061. In addition to representing specializations of a 
generic person, a couple typically includes a man and 
woman. FIG. 8 illustrates an "aggregation-participation' 
symbol 146, a blackened triangle, identifying parts of an 
entity. For example, the symbol 146 identifies a “Couple' 
object 138 as the aggregation of “Man’ object 142 and 
“Woman’ object 144 participants. Again, the corresponding 
text plainly identifies this relationship with the text "Couple 
consists of Man and Woman'222. Alternatively, to avoid 
confusion with UML notation, a blackened diamond may be 
used instead of blackened triangle 146. 
0062 FIG. 9 uses a “classification-instantiation' symbol 
148, 150, a dark inverted triangle within a hollow outer 
triangle, to identify "Sam'152 and “Jane'154 objects as 
instantiations of a “Man’142 and “Woman'144 respectively. 
That is, “Sam'152 and “Jane'154 share the attributes of the 
“Man’142 and “Woman'144 objects, respectively. The sen 
tences 224, 226 corresponding to the symbol 148, 150 
feature the reserved words “is an instance of as in “Sam is 
an instance of Man.”224. 

0063 OPM can distinguish between physical and infor 
matical things. Shadowed (3-dimensional) or double-bor 
dered boxes and ellipses denote physical objects and pro 
cesses, respectively. As shown, the “Sam'152 and 
"Jane'154 objects both appear as double-bordered rect 
angles. An "informatical entity conceptually exists inde 
pendently of its physical embodiment. For example, a song 
remains the same whether scored on music sheets or 
recorded on vinyl. Thus, a song is an informatical entity. 
However, physical entities, such as a rock or body, do not 
have existence separate from its physical, space-occupying 
form. In practice, system designers often ignore this distinc 
tion and use the single bordered informatical graphic sym 
bols for informatical and physical entities alike. OPM, 
nevertheless, provides such symbols if needed. In addition to 
its usefulness as a modeling symbol, this enables the sepa 
ration of sentences that need to be coded from those that do 
not (e.g., hardware portions of a system). 
0064. As shown, an instance of an object 152, 154 is 
denoted as a rectangle with a truncated upper left corner. 
Likewise, an instance of a process is denoted as an ellipse 
with a small part of its left part truncated (not shown). This 
provides a distinction between a thing (object or process) 
and its instances when an attachment between the instance 
and thing does not appear or has not yet been established. 
0065 FIG. 9 completes an initial high-level diagram of a 
wedding system model. However, extensive diagramming 
can quickly introduce a confusing degree of clutter into a 
diagram. To ease complexity management, the tool provides 
different features that enable a designer or user to balance 
the level of detail revealed by a diagram against diagram 
simplicity and clarity. The diagrams representing these dif 
ferent levels of detail collectively represent the system as a 
whole. 

0.066 Again, the system provides many different com 
plexity management features for use at a user's discretion, 
for example, when a diagram appears too populated with 
objects, processes, and links. The complexity management 
features include State Suppression/revelation, in-Zooming/ 
out-Zooming, and folding/unfolding (described below). 
After using a complexity management feature Such as a 
Scaling feature, the tool presents a new depiction showing 
more or fewer details. 
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0067. As stated above, the system provides a “state 
Suppression/revelation' mechanism where state Suppression 
hides object states and state revelation reveals them. For 
instance, in FIG. 10, a user has specified Suppression of 
states of the “Person’ object 106. That is, the tool suppresses 
depiction of the “single' and “married states (108, 110) 
within the “Person” object 106. Additionally, the tool 
replaces the input 122 and output 124 links with an “effect” 
link 156. The tool depicts an “effect” link 156 as a line 
linking the affecting process with that affected object that 
terminates with hollow arrowheads on both ends. The effect 
link 156 represents some unspecified effect the process 112 
has on the object 106. Correspondingly, instead of specify 
ing the exact nature of change, the text merely states that 
“Wedding affects Person.”228. 
0068. It should be noted that a user can add an effect link 
156 without suppressing object states. For example, the 
effect link 156 may appear in the graphic element palette. 
This is useful when the states of an object are known but it 
has not yet been determined how exactly the affecting 
process changes the states of the affected object. 
0069. The tool can enable a user to toggle between 
Suppressed or revealed States of an object, for example, by 
double-clicking or right-clicking on the object. Similarly, 
entering text of “Suppress States of Person' or “Reveal 
States of Person' in a command window may perform the 
same task. Additionally, using similar techniques, a user may 
Suppress or reveal the states of one, several, or all objects in 
a diagram. 
0070. In addition to state suppression/revelation, the tool 
may provide users with the ability to “Zoom’ into and out-of 
particular elements. To illustrate, FIG. 11 depicts a simpli 
fied version of the wedding system model, labeled “SD158, 
that offers a concise, high-level presentation of major model 
objects, processes, and agents. The model of FIG. 11, 
however, lacks detail of how the “Wedding process 126 
operates. 

0071 FIG. 12 depicts the internal workings of the “Wed 
ding process 126 in a diagram labeled “SD1160. As 
shown, the process 126 encapsulates a number objects 164, 
174 and processes 162, 170, 180. Again, as processes and 
objects stand on equal methodological footing, either a 
process or an object may encapsulate the other. While FIG. 
12 depicts objects 164, 174 and processes 162, 170; 180 not 
shown in FIG. 11, the two FIGS. are entirely consistent and 
merely differ in their level of detail. For example, links 
present in the higher level diagram (FIG. 11) also appear in 
the more detailed diagram (FIG. 12) though the links may 
connect to lower-level objects and/or processes displayed. 
0072 A user can navigate from the high level diagram of 
FIG. 11 to the detailed presentation of the “Wedding 
process 126 in FIG. 12 by in-Zooming (i.e., Zooming-into) 
the “Wedding process 126. Likewise, a complementary 
“out-Zooming out of the “Wedding process, can navigate 
a user from the detailed “Wedding process 126 diagram, 
SD1, back to the high-level diagram, SD. Thus, instead of a 
planar diagram, an OPM model has recursive depth. That is, 
a user could further Zoom into the “License Verifying 
process 162 to define or observe elements encapsulated by 
the process 162. In technical terms, a model forms a hyper 
graph where each node is a diagram and each edge is a 
directed arc denoting a relationship between the diagrams. 
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0.073 Comparing FIGS. 11 and 12 illustrate the increased 
detail revealed by the “in-Zooming. For example, in addi 
tion to the encapsulated entities 162, 164, 170, 172, 180, 
FIG. 12 depicts the links from the “Justice' agent 130, 
License 134 instrument, “Person’ object 106, and “Couple' 
object 138 as extending particular “Wedding process 126 
elements instead of terminated at the process 126 perimeter. 
However, after out-Zooming, for example, from FIG. 12 to 
FIG. 11, the tool again shows the links extending to the 
perimeter of the “Wedding process 112. 
0074 As depicted in FIGS. 11-12, the script window 104 
presents the text corresponding to the diagram currently 
displayed by the workspace 102. Additionally, as shown in 
FIG. 12, a "Zoom’ sentence 230 identifies the entities 
encapsulated by the “Wedding process 126 to preserve the 
hierarchy of detail for later use. 
0075). In greater detail, the “Wedding process 126 
includes “License Verifying 162, “Postponing'170, “Cer 
emony Conducting 172, and “Dining 180 processes. In 
general, in OPM, control flows from top to bottom. That is, 
the relative positioning of the processes indicates that the 
“License Verifying process 162 should occur prior to any of 
the other processes. Processes appearing at the same hori 
Zontal level indicate processes that can, potentially, proceed 
in parallel. 
0076) The “Wedding process 112 includes an object 164 
labeled “License is Legal?'. The question mark indicates 
that the object 164 constitutes a Boolean object. A Boolean 
object has two mutually exclusive states 166, 168. A link 160 
from the “License Verifying process 162 to the “License is 
Legal?' object 164, again, features a line terminating in a 
hollow arrowpoint. In this context (i.e., a link from a process 
162 to a Boolean object 164), however, the link specifies that 
the process 162 determines the state 166, 168 of the Boolean 
object 162 as reflected in the corresponding text “License 
Verifying determines whether License is Legal'238. 
0077. Another link connects the “yes” state 168 of the 
“License is Legal Boolean object 164 to the “Ceremony 
Conducting process 172. A similar link connects the “no' 
state 166 to the “Postponing 170 process. Like “instrument” 
links, the links terminate in hollow lollipops. In the context 
of connecting states to processes, the links form flow-of 
control “conditional links. Additionally, since the “License 
is Legal?' Boolean object 164 can only be in one state at a 
time, the links represent mutually exclusive conditions. The 
relationships established by these links are appropriately 
explained by the corresponding text 240, “Ceremony Con 
ducting occurs if License is Legal, otherwise Postponing 
occurs'. In programming language terms, the above is an 
“if-then-else’ type statement. A diagram, or the correspond 
ing text, can also specify other flow-of-control constructs. 
For example, a user can construct a "case' statement con 
struct by including more than two states, each being a 
condition for triggering a process. 
0078 Again, as described above, a user can Zoom-into 
and out-of diagram elements. For example, double-clicking 
the “Wedding process 126 in FIG. 11 causes the tool to 
replace the high level diagram with the more detailed 
display of FIG. 12. However, the tool may provide other 
navigation mechanisms. 
0079 For example, the tool can present multiple dia 
grams of a system model simultaneously. For example, FIG. 
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13 illustrates simultaneously presented diagram windows of 
the high-level model diagram 182 shown in FIG. 11 and the 
more detailed diagram 184 of the “Wedding process shown 
in FIG. 12. The different windows need not be separate 
diagrams. For example, one window may include a diagram 
with suppressed states while a different window shows the 
same diagram with revealed States. Per a user's request or 
query, the tool can generate a new diagram that combines 
information about a particular Subset of objects and/or 
processes from several different diagrams. 
0080. The tool may also present a system map window 
186 that can be shown or hidden. As shown, the map 186 
presents “thumbnails' 188-190 of different model diagrams. 
Selecting one of the “thumbnails’ 188-190 causes the tool to 
present the selected diagram in the workspace 102. The map 
186, thus, provides easy navigation among the, potentially, 
numerous diagrams in a diagram set and allows a user to see 
the “big picture” while looking in greater detail at some 
portion of the system. 
0081. In addition to the complexity management features 
illustrated above, the tool also provides a folding/unfolding 
feature that remove/reveal aggregation, specialization, exhi 
bition, and instantiation symbols and related entities (e.g., 
'sub-objects' aggregated by another object). 
0082) Again, the design example above illustrated rela 
tionships provided by the tool and OPM. Additionally, the 
tool and OPM also allow a user to define a relationship 
between entities of their own creation. For example, FIGS. 
14-16 show user defined relationships between a “Mother 
object 300 and a “Child” object 302. 
0083) In greater detail, FIG. 14 illustrates a link 304, 
known as a "unidirectional structural link', extending from 
a source “Mother' object 300 to a destination “Child” object 
302. The link 304 label, “parent of, expresses the relation 
ship between the objects 300, 302. The link 304 shown 
features a line terminating in a "half, harpoon-shaped, 
arrowhead. The "half arrowhead identifies the link 304 as 
a “forward” link. That is, the label describes the relationship 
of the source object 300 to the destination object 302, 
relative to the source object 300. For example, as indicated 
by the corresponding text sentence 400, the “Mother is 
parent of Child'. 
0084 FIG. 15 illustrates a bi-directional structural link 
306. As shown, the link 306 is essentially two opposite 
oriented unidirectional structural links combined. The two 
labels correspond to forward and backward relationships, 
respectively. As expressed by the corresponding text, the 
link 306 corresponds to two different text sentences 402, 
404. Namely, “Mother is parent of Child'402 and “Child is 
offspring of Parent.'404. 
0085 FIG. 16 illustrates yet another kind of structural 
link 308 that expresses a “homologous' or mutual relation 
ship. That is, the same relationship holds in both the forward 
and backward directions. As shown, the tool depicts the link 
308 as a line terminating in arrows on both ends. This link 
308 corresponds to a text sentence for the forward direction 
(“Mother is related to Child'406) and the backward direc 
tion (“Child is related to Mother'408). 
0086. By default, structural relationships form a one-to 
one relationship, however, structural relationships, particu 
larly in database schemas, often form one-to-many, many 
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to-one, and many-to-many relationships. As shown in FIG. 
17, a user has annotated a homologous structural link 310 to 
identify a number of “Child” objects 302 related to the 
“Mother objects 300. As shown by the corresponding text, 
the “*” in the “1 . . . * range 312 stands for the reserved 
word “many where many represents an integer greater than 
1, as in "Mother is related to one or more Children'. 

0087. The number of “Child” objects 302 need not be a 
range. For example, a user may simply specify a number 
(e.g., 3) or parameter (e.g., “n”). Additionally, either end of 
structural link may specify cardinality. 

0088 As shown in FIG. 18, other symbols may feature 
annotations. For example, a user has annotated the “aggre 
gation' symbol 322 with the reserved term “ordered’324. 
This annotation indicates that the left-to-right sequence of 
sub-parts 326-330 of the “License' object 320 express an 
ordering. The corresponding text expresses this relationship 
as “License consists of Agreement, Signatures, and Notary 
Seal, in that order'420. 

0089. As an alternative to intricate annotations, OPM and 
the tool provide a diagrammatic way of expressing relation 
ships to, potentially, reduce diagram congestion. For 
example, as shown in FIG. 19, instead of an annotation, a 
user can specify an ordering by 'stacking Sub-parts verti 
cally. As the diagrams of FIGS. 18 and 19 are exactly 
equivalent, the diagrams share the same text 420. 

0090. As described above, OPM provides a number of 
different ways of expressing system logic. In addition, OPM 
also enables a designer to express Boolean logic or a 
“compound condition'. As shown in FIG. 20. To define 
these relationships, OPM again uses the blackened 346 and 
hollow 348 triangles. In the context of connecting object 
states, however, these symbols represent Boolean AND and 
OR operations respectively. That is, as expressed by the 
corresponding text 436, symbol 346, connecting states 352 
and 358 to state 342, expresses that the “License’ object 
240"Valid’ state 342 is the Boolean ANDing of the “Signed' 
Boolean object 350"authentic' state 352 and the “Notary 
Sealed' Boolean object 356"intact” state 358. 
0.091 Again, the tool and OPM can model a wide variety 
of systems. In fact, OPM & OPL can completely specify 
themselves. For example, FIG. 21 illustrates an OPM dia 
gram of OPM/OPL. FIGS. 22 and 23 list a corresponding 
OPL description of OPM/OPL. This reflective meta-model 
ing enables rapid modification of OPM and OPL. For 
example, after coding a first generation of OPM/OPL that 
can automatically generate instructions for a system, an 
existing generation of the OPM/OPL system can generate 
future generations of OPM/OPL to reflect enhancements and 
other changes. 

0092 Automatic generation of future versions of OPM/ 
OPL illustrates the flexibility and extensibility of OPM/OPL 
design. On a less grand scale, the tool may provide a 
“learning mode” that enables a user or group to define their 
own symbols and sentences. For example, in the vertical 
domain of a continuous chemical process industry one may 
define a 'sampling relation shaped like a triangle within 
which a pie is drawn with a slice taken out of it. This slice 
symbolizes the sample, which is a small amount of a large 
lot that is analyzed for exact composition. The resulting 
composition is also the composition of the large lot, with its 
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amount practically unchanged. An example sentence would 
be “Sample represents Mixture.” Here, “represents’ is the 
reserved phrase analogous to “consists of for the aggrega 
tion-participation relation. 
0093 FIG. 24 illustrates an example of a learning mode. 
As shown, the tool allows a user to construct a diagram. For 
example, as shown, the user has drawn a diagram showing 
that a “Vehicle'602 exhibits 604 a “Traveling Medium'606 
of either “water'610 or “air'608. Text sentences 622, 624 
also describe this configuration. 
0094) The user also linked a “Ship” object 616 to the 
“water” state 610 and an “Airplane' object 618 to the “air” 
state 608 via hollow triangles 612, 614. As described above, 
hollow triangles 612, 614 represent specialization when 
connecting things or Boolean “OR'-ing when connecting 
object states, however, in learning mode the tool may 
temporarily permit different constructs. After diagramming, 
the user can enter a text sentence 626 corresponding to the 
diagram. Similarly, after entering a new type of sentence 
626, the user can draw the corresponding diagram 600. By 
identifying reserved words entered by the user and identi 
fying element labels, the tool can store a diagramming 
configuration and the corresponding sentence syntax, for 
example, by automatically generating new production rules. 
Thus, the tool can learn a new configuration of model 
elements and their corresponding new sentence. Thereafter, 
upon detecting a diagram construct, the tool can generate a 
sentence in accordance with the newly defined syntax. 
Similarly, upon detecting a text sentence having the newly 
defined syntax, the tool can generate the corresponding 
diagram. Thus, the learning mode gives a user flexibility in 
using the tool to express new modeling constructs and 
concepts. Use of the learning mode may not be available to 
all users, and may be restricted to experts. 
0.095 OPM can also offer temporal-features, for 
example, for specification of systems that exhibit complex 
dynamic behavior involving time constraints. For example, 
real-time systems often handle issues like concurrency, 
synchronization among processes, and expression of events, 
conditions, and timing constraints. OPM provides graphic 
and text constructs to include these features in a model. 

0096 Referring to FIG. 25, triggering events and guard 
ing conditions are specified by attaching the letterse and c, 
respectively, to process links which link the triggering or 
guarding thing (i.e., object or process) to the triggered or 
guarded process. A triggering event can take the form of an 
external event, a state-entrance event, a state-change event, 
a value-change event, a clock event, a process-termination 
event, and a timeout event. For example, FIG. 25 illustrates 
that a "Heating process takes place upon the occurrence of 
a state-entrance event, in which “Room Temperature' enters 
a state of being below “15°C.”“Heating occurs if, and only 
if, the guarding condition requiring that the “Switch' object 
remain at state “on”. 

0097 OPM also permits representation of temporal con 
straints and timing exceptions. Temporal constraints are 
minimum and maximum time bounds on a time interval. 
Temporal constraints include a process duration constraint (a 
constraint on the time spent in executing a process), a state 
duration constraint (a constraint on the duration of the time 
spent in an object's state), and a reaction-time constraint (a 
constraint on the time elapsed between a triggering event 
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and the execution of the triggered process). In addition to 
minimum and maximum time constraints, a probability 
distribution function can be specified and used for purpose 
of simulating the entire system. Each entity (object, process, 
or state) is associated with a multimedia object (image, 
video clip, audio file, CAD drawing, 3-D hologram, line 
drawing, schematic, etc.) that goes in action when its time of 
execution or creation or destruction comes. Hence, OPM 
allows for vivid simulations. 

0.098 Temporal constraints are attributes of the process 
or state or transition. They can be expressed by the usual 
exhibition symbol or by specifying an interval, T. . . . 
T where OsTST T and T represent the lax in nax in 3X 

lower and upper bounds of the interval, respectively. 

0099 Processes take time to execute, and states are 
situations at which objects exist for some period. To be able 
to specify the time executing a process and being in a state 
take, both processes and states have an implicit attribute 
called Duration, which is the amount of time it takes for a 
process to execute or for an object to be at a state. 

0100 FIG. 26 is a meta-OPD specifying Duration as an 
attribute of both Processing and state of Object. Processing 
consists of an optional Minimal Duration and an optional 
Maximal Duration. Duration exhibits Unit, which can be 
millisecond (ms), second (s), minute (min), hour (h), day (d), 
or year (y). The default is S. So if no unit is specified, it is 
seconds. Duration also exhibits Distribution, which can be 
any probability distribution with the parameters that are 
associated with it. 

0101 FIG. 27 shows the conventions of denoting mini 
mal and maximal duration on process and state. Like par 
ticipation constraints on objects, the minimal and maximal 
duration constraints are separated by two dots: Dmin . . . 
Dmax. The pair of numbers is recorded below the process or 
state name, followed by the unit, if it is different than second. 
The range Dmin... Dmax should be interpreted as a closed 
range, i.e., Dmin . . . Dmax. In a closed range, the lower 
and upper bounds are included in the normative range. 
Parentheses around the range indicate that the range is open, 
so the bounds are not included. Hence (Dmin . . . Dmax) 
means that if the process or being in a state takes less than 
Dmin or more than Dmax, then the exception process 
OCCU.S. 

0102 FIG. 28 specifies in both graphics and formal 
English the meta-OPM definition of exception handling. The 
logical XOR relation between the conditions requiring that 
D<Dmin or DDmax, which is denoted by the tips of the 
two instrument links arriving at the same point along the 
Exception Handling process circumference. 

0103) We can view the requirement that D be between 
Dmin and Dmax as one of the post-process conditions and 
abstract out the entire exception handling mechanism speci 
fied in FIG. 28. To do so, we introduce a special exception 
handling link, as described in FIG. 29. In FIG. 29(a) an 
exception object is generated as a result of Processing taking 
less more than Dmax. A timing exception is a violation of the 
lower or upper bound of a temporal constraint. A vertical 
line near the exception handling process end of the link 
denotes an “Upper Exception Link”. A double vertical 
line-near the exception handling process end of the link 
denotes an “Lower Exception Link”. These exception links 
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connect the process or state, the temporal constraint of 
which was violated, to the exception handling process. 
0104. In FIG. 29(b) an Exception Handling process is 
invoked as a result of object being in state more than Dmax. 
This procedural link is a line from the process whose time 
limits are specified to the exception object. 
0105 FIG. 30 depicts an OPM meta-model of temporal 
processing. The process class “Timed Processing, a spe 
cialization of the process class “Processing” (described 
below), features a minimum duration constraint Ti, a 
maximum duration constraint T. and an optional T 
tion—the time it actually takes to execute the computational 
task within “Timed Processing. The temporal constraint of 
“Timed Processing from which an exception link emanates 
is defined as a hard real-time constraint. Unlike a soft 
real-time constraint where violating the maximum timing 
does not prevent the process from terminating normally, if 
T>T the process should not terminate earlier than 
T allows. The “Delayed Processing process takes care of 
this. The “Delayed Processing process includes “Waiting 
and “Outputting sub-processes. “Waiting specializes 
“Timed Processing by delaying its execution, such that it 
meets the minimal duration constraint. The minimal and 
maximal waiting times of “Waiting are T=TY = 
T-T The second sub-process. “Outputting execution 

max 1.C. behaves like a regular, non-timed process if T =T 
of the parent “Timed Processing are equal. 

nin 

Tmin and Tmax 
Otherwise, the “Output sub-process is itself a “Timed 

s Processing with a T min–0 and T max-Tmax Tmin 1.e., its 
minimum duration constraint is Zero and its maximum 
duration constraint is the difference between the maximum 
and minimum timing constraint of the parent process. 
0106 Before outputting its result, a “Timed Processing 
for which Ta-Oo, i.e., one that has a non-infinite maximum 
timing constraint, checks whether this maximum timing 
constraint is met. If not, i.e., if the processing time exceeded 
T, then it does not output its result. If an exception link 
emanates from that process, a time exception event, i.e., an 
event signaling the exception of the maximum duration 
constraint, is registered. 
0.107 Again, the temporal features described above have 
equivalent text (OPL) descriptions in accordance with pro 
duction rules. For example, a triggering event sentence can 
take the form “Event event-name of type event-type trig 
gers process-name <with a reaction time that is at least T. 
and at most T.” This sentence specifies which event 
triggers the process process-name, and optionally, what the 
reaction time constraints are. As described above, OPM/ 
OPL can model virtually any system. In addition to its 
usefulness as a modeling tool, the legibility and compact 
ness of the OPL text description of a system enables smooth 
and direct transformation from original requirements all the 
way to executable code that materializes the system's func 
tionality through software (e.g., C++, Java, or other software 
instructions), database schema definitions, and so forth. Not 
only is OPL more readable to non-programmer domain 
experts, but, due to its high level of abstraction, OPL is also 
an order of magnitude shorter than the resulting code. 
0.108 To illustrate automated code generation, FIGS. 
31-35 illustrate automatically generated C++ code that 
implements the model. 
0.109. In greater detail, FIG. 31 depicts a system where a 
“Closing process changes the state of a “Door” sub-part of 
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a building elevator from an “open state to a “closed state. 
The corresponding OPL text concisely describes this system. 
The syntax of OPL enables easy parsing of the OPL script 
by an OPL compiler. For example, the name of event 
“Door open' is a combination of the name of the state 
whose entrance constitutes a triggering event (open), pre 
ceded by the name of the object containing this state (Door). 
The event name is followed by the event type, which, in this 
case is state entrance), and by the path that leads from the 
state “open' of the object “Door” to its root. The root is the 
closest object up the structure hierarchy that includes all the 
features of a thing. In the example shown, the root of the 
object “Door” is “Building, since "Door” is a part of an 
“Elevator” and there are two “Elevators” in the “Building. 
For this reason, the Elevator's identifiers are also specified 
as ID in {1 to 2}). The next part of the sentence is the 
triggering clause: “ . . . triggers Closing of Door of Elevator 
ID of Building with a reaction time of 4.” This clause 
specifies that it is the process "Closing which is triggered 
by the event “Door open, specified in the first part of the 
sentence. The reaction time constraint (a minimum of 4 
seconds and a maximum of 4 seconds, abbreviated simply as 
4) Specifies that exactly 4 seconds must pass between the 
state entrance event Door open and the triggered process 
“Closing. 

0110 Again, the OPL compiler accepts an OPL script that 
specifies a system and automatically converts the OPL script 
file into C++ code. The OPL compiler includes modules 
symbolTable, lexer, parser, emitter, error, and init, which 
initializes the symbolTable. To allow for efficient compila 
tion, a pre-processing pass on the OPL Script arranges the 
OPL sentences in depth-first search (DFS) order. In addition 
to the usual DFS requirements of a tree structure, this DFS 
order pre-supposes a particular order of the types of OPL 
sentences. For example, the features of a thing (object or 
process) should be specified before its parts. For example, in 
the OPL script of FIG. 27, the features of “Elevator”, which 
are “ID”, “OutstandingRequests, and “LocationStatus’ are 
fully specified before the part(s) of “Elevator” (e.g., “Door) 
are specified. 

0111. The OPL compiler parses the arranged input file in 
two passes. During the first pass, it generates an intermediate 
file (simplestate.def), which contains names of stateless 
objects (objects that do not have states), along with the path 
leading to their root. During the second pass the compiler 
uses this file to distinguish between two types of triggering 
events: State-change events and value-change events. It also 
writes the compiled specification-dependent C++ code into 
the appropriate C++ output files in an append-only manner. 

0112) When the compiler encounters a thing (object or 
process) it recursively parses the OPL sentences that specify 
that thing. The first OPL sentences processed are structure 
sentences, which include specialization sentences, generali 
Zation sentences, state enumeration sentences, exhibition 
sentences, and finally, aggregation sentences. In the case of 
a process, the behavior sentences, which include triggering 
event sentences, guarding conditions sentences, enabling 
sentences, result sentences, consumption sentences, and 
effect sentences, are processed in this order. 
0113. The OPL-to-C++ compiler may proceed according 
to compilation rules. These rules can handle Such issues as 
the scope of each thing (object or process) and its members, 
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the parameters of each method, and so forth. An extended 
discussion of one example set of compilation rules follows. 

0114 All objects inherit, either directly or indirectly, 
from the abstract-Object class. Major processes can be 
defined as stand-alone processes, which inherit from the 
generic Process class, while other processes are defined as 
methods of other classes. A process can be defined as a 
method of an object B if and only if it affects values or states 
of objects that are internal to B (i.e., attributes or parts of B) 
and has no side effect on objects that are external to B. 

0115 Each stand-alone process has two methods Trig 
ger and Execute, and the attribute Name. The Trigger 
method checks the process preconditions, and if they hold, 
calls the Execute method. 

0.116) The fundamental structural relationships of aggre 
gation and characterization are both converted in the same 
way: If an object B has a part or a feature (where a feature 
is an attribute or a method), that part or feature is declared 
as a private member of B. This rule also applies to both 
simple and complex parts and features. 

0.117) Each complex object is translated into a C++ class. 
A complex object is derived, either directly or indirectly (if 
it is a specialization of another object class) from the generic 
built-in Object class. As shown in the C++ listing of FIG. 32 
for the diagram depicted in FIG. 31, the objects "Building 
(line 1), “Elevator' (line 3), and “Door” (line 11), as well as 
“LocationStatus' and “OutstandingRequests” (not shown) 
are translated into C++ classes. 

0118 Simple (i.e., non-complex) OPL objects, such as 
the object “ID' of type short, are defined as private members 
of the classes to which they belong (either as features or as 
parts). The public methods get and set, are defined for each 
simple object, as shown for “ID in lines 6-9 of FIG. 32. 
Each compound process is compiled into a C++ class that is 
derived, either directly or indirectly (it is a specialization of 
another process class) from the generic built-in Process 
class. As an example, the process "Closing, which is 
triggered by the event of the “Door” entering state “open'. 
is translated into a C++ class, as shown in line 22 of FIG. 32. 

0119) A compound process B has the methods Trigger 
and Execute, which correspond to the Sub-processes “Trig 
gering and “Executing of FIG. 36 (described below). 
Trigger checks the process guarding conditions. If they hold, 
the public method Trigger of B calls the private method 
Execute of B, which implements the specific process behav 
ior. The Trigger and Execute methods of process "Closing 
are shown in lines 25 and 28 of FIG. 32, respectively. 
0.120. A simple (i.e., non-complex) OPL process is com 
piled into two methods: process-nameTrigger and process 
nameExecute. Like the Trigger and Execute methods of a 
compound process, the process-nameTrigger method checks 
the process guarding conditions. If they hold, the process 
nameExecute, which implements the specific process behav 
ior, method is called. 

0.121. If a complex thing G constitutes a part or a feature 
of another thing, H, then it is declared as a private class 
within H. For example, since “Elevator is part of “Build 
ing, the class “Elevator is declared within the class “Build 
ing, as shown in line 3 of FIG. 32. 
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0122) Instances are created for each C++ class, be it an 
object class or a process class. Lines 33, 38, 42 and 45 in 
FIG. 32 list the instance creation for the classes “Closing, 
“Door”, “Elevator, and “Building. Each C++ class also 
has a constructor method. These constructors are listed in 
lines 27, 35, 39 and 43 of FIG. 32. 

0123. An OPL state-containing object (i.e., an object that 
has states) has a C++ pointer to each one of its possible 
states. Each state belongs to the generic State class (or its 
specialized TimedState class, if the state is timed). For 
example, line 14 shows the C++ pointer generated for the 
state “closed’ of "Door”. For each state, the methods 
set statename (e.g., set closed) and enter statename (e.g., 
enter closed) are defined. A set Statename method initial 
izes the State of an object, (e.g., set closed initializes state 
“closed of “Door”) while enter statename is used when an 
object changes its state (e.g., when "Door leaves state 
“open’ and enters state "closed’). 
0.124 For each state-containing object, a get state Con 
tainingObject method is defined, which returns its current 
state. For example, get Door returns the current state of 
“Door”, which can be either “open” or “closed”. Lines 14-19 
show the C++ code generated for the state “closed of 
Door”. 

0125 The OPL guarding conditions sentence is checked 
by the Trigger method. If the guarding conditions hold, 
Trigger calls the Execute method. Execute uses the enablers 
of the process, which are specified in the enabling object 
sentence. Execute transforms objects that are specified in the 
OPL effect, consumption and yield sentences. For example, 
the guarding condition sentence "Process Closing is guarded 
by “Door is open”, “OutstandingRequests of Elevator is 
yes” and “LocationStatus of Elevator is atFloor” is trans 
lated into the Trigger method of “Closing, as shown in FIG. 
33. Trigger checks the different guarding conditions and 
combines them according to the AND/OR logical links, 
which are specified in the OPD and reflected in the OPL 
sentences, where , serves as AND. If the set of guarding 
conditions hold, Trigger calls the Execute method of the 
process “Closing. 

0126 An OPL triggering event sentence is translated into 
part of the C++ method “EventProcessTable:TriggerAll 
Processes(Event *e)” that builds an Event-ProcessTable that 
specifies the triggered process(es) for each event. 

0127 FIG. 34 depicts the code generated for the OPL 
behavioral sentence “Event Door open state-entrance of 
Door of Elevator ID in {1 to 2 of Building triggers 
Closing of Door of Elevator ID of Building with a reaction 
time of (4.4). As shown, the automatically generated C++ 
code first checks the identity of the triggering event. If it is 
equal to “door open, then the identity of the triggering 
object is checked. This identity can be either Elevator1 or 
Elevator2. In each case, process “Closing of Door of the 
appropriate Elevator is triggered within the specified reac 
tion time (e.g., 4 seconds). 

0128 FIG. 35 illustrates how the OPL effect sentence 
“Closing affects Door of Elevator from open to closed and 
LocationStatus of Elevator from atFloor to betweenFloors' 
is translated into the Execute method of “Closing, which 
specifies the way “Closing affects other objects by chang 
ing their states. 
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0129. The code generated by the OPL compiler relies on 
predefined C++ modules. These modules serve as instru 
ments for a variety of processes. 
0.130. The predefined modules include the Event and 
EventOueue Modules for Handling Events and Timeout 
Events. Each time an event occurs, a record of it is created 
and inserted into the EventHistory and into the EventOueue. 
The event can be internal (e.g., an object entering a new 
state) or external (e.g., a user hitting a keyboard character). 
0131) An event features the event name and type, the 
identifier of the object that triggered the event, T the CC 

time at which the event occurred, and T the time at S 

which the event was inserted into the event queue. T can 
be used to check whether reaction time constraints (i.e., 
constraints on the time elapsed between the event occur 
rence and the process triggering) are met. T. can be used in 
order to allow the insertion of future events (such as future 
timeout events) into the EventOueue. 
0.132. The EventOueue contains Event objects ordered by 
T. When an Event first occurs, both its T and T are 
given the value of the current time and the Event is inserted 
into the EventOueue. 
0133) If the Event e1 that is about to be inserted into the 
EventOueue has a T that is equal to a T of another 
event, e2, which already exists in the EventOueue, then 
Event e1 is inserted after Event e2. 

0.134. When an Event marking an entrance into a time 
constrained state occurs, two Events are inserted into the 
Event Queue: a state-entrance Event and a future state 
timeout Event. The Event of type state-entrance is assigned 
values such that T=T=Tw. That is, both the time of 
event occurrence. T, and the time the event was inserted 
into the EventOueue, T, are equal to the present time, 1S 

Tnow 
0.135 The Event of type state-timeout is assigned future 
time values such that T=T=T+T. That is, both the 
time of timeout event occurrence, T, and the time the 
timeout event, T., are equal to the present time plus the 

that should be spent in the time maximum time, T. 
constrained State. 

0.136 If the time-constrained state is exited before the 
maximum time that should be spent in the time-constrained 
state, T, is exceeded, then the future state-timeout Event 
is deleted from the EventOueue. Otherwise, when the tim 
eout materializes, i.e., the future point in time equals T. 
then the state-timeout Event marking this timeout is popped 
from the EventOueue. 
0.137 The predefined modules also include a process 
module. The generic compound Process class has a Name 
attribute, and it contains a constructor and the two methods 
Trigger and Execute. Each time the Execute method is 
executed, a record of an occurrence of Process is inserted 
into its History RecordSet. 
0.138. The C++ code generated for the classes TimedPro 
cess and DelayedProcess is based on the generic TimedPro 
cessing process. Process-nameWait and Process-nameCut 
put are the C++ names of the “Waiting and “Outputting 
processes, respectively. If T is Supplied, then the 
minimal and maximal waiting times of Process-nameWait 
are Tin-Ta-Tin-T as are the waiting times execution 
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of “Waiting. Otherwise, T=TY =T-8; where 8 is 
a small number, in the order of milliseconds, to allow some 
time for the Process-nameCutput to execute. 
0139 Process-nameWait generates a process termination 
event, whose T=T=T+T-6. This process termi 
nation event is inserted into the EventOueue, and when 
popped, triggers Process-nameCutput. In order to simulate a 
time exception of Process-name Wait, in some small number 
of randomly selected cases, the process termination event of 
Process-nameWait is given the values T=T=T+TY 
in--Tenalty, where Tenalty is the amount of time that the 

process is simulated to be late. In addition, a process timeout 
event of Process-nameWait is also inserted into the Event 
Queue at the time that the process was supposed to end, at 
the latest, namely T =T=T+T. 
0140 Since the Process-name Wait method takes close to 
Zero time, the only time that the TimedProcesses actually 
consumes is the time needed for it to compute its output 
results via the Process-nameCutput method. The scheduler 
enables a certain extent of concurrency by using the time 
elapsed between the completion of the execution of the 
Process-nameWait method and the beginning of the execu 
tion of the Process-nameCutput method. 
0141 Before outputting its result, a TimedProcess for 
which Ta-Oo, i.e., one that has a non-infinite maximum 
timing constraint, checks whether this maximum timing 
constraint is met, allowing a deviation of 6 from T. If not, 
i.e., if the processing time exceeded T, then it does not 
output its result. If the timing constraint is hard, i.e., if an 
exception link emanates from that process, a time exception 
event, i.e., an event signaling the exception of the maximum 
duration constraint, is registered. A better hard time con 
straint scheme is for a TimedProcess to check the maximum 
bound during its execution, and if it is violated, register the 
exception event and terminate the process. This scheme is 
not implemented in the current version of our compiler. 
0142. The predefined modules include a state module. 
The State class models a state. Each State has the following 
methods: 

0143 (a) The set state-name method, which sets the 
attributes (parameters) of the state. The attributes include 
Temporal order, i.e., whether the state is an initial state 
(Source), a terminal state (sink) or a regular state; and a 
Triggering object, i.e., which object (if it is knows ahead of 
time) triggers the event of entering the state; and 
0144 (b) The enter state-name method which checks if it 

is possible to leave the state in which the object is currently 
in and enter the new state. In case the entrance into the state 
constitutes a triggering event, then the enter State-name 
method inserts this triggering event into the EventOueue. 
This event is deleted from the EventOueue when the state is 
exited. 

0145 A TimedState is a time-constraint State. It has the 
attributes T and T for the minimum and maximum 
timing constraints, respectively, and T for keeping the 
time in which the state was last entered. If the TimedState 
has a minimum duration constraint, then the TimedState 
cannot be exited before this time has elapsed. This time 
constraint, TweTast-Tin-ö, is checked by the Timed 
State TryToLeave method, which is called by the enter 
State-name method. 
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0146 The predefined modules also include a Scheduler 
module. The Scheduler loops between accepting any arriv 
ing external Event (represented by keyboard strokes or any 
other external stimuli), and popping an Event from the 
EventOueue. An Event is always popped from the beginning 
of the EventOueue, so Events that were inserted earliest into 
the EventOueue are popped first. An Event can be popped 
out of the EventOueue only if the time of its occurrence, 
T, is earlier than the present time, T. Once an event is 
popped from the EventOueue, it is passed to the Event 
Process Table, which tries to trigger the appropriate Process. 
If the reaction-time constraints and the guarding conditions 
of the Process are met, then the Process is triggered. Once 
a Process is triggered it is not preempted, i.e., it continues its 
execution without interruption until finally, it terminates. 

0147 The Event-Process Table specifies the Process that 
should be triggered by each Event, and the reaction-time 
constraints on the time elapsed between the time of the 
occurrence of the event, T., and the time the appropriate 
Process is triggered. 

0.148 If Tw-T-T that is, the time elapsed from 
the time the Event occurred until it is presently popped from 
the EventOueue, ready to trigger a process, T-T is 
less than the minimum reaction time constraint, T, then 
the Event is inserted back into the EventOueue. Its T does 
not change, but its T is given the present time, Tw. 

0.149 If Tw-T>T then it is too late to trigger the 
process linked to the triggering event. In this case, the Event 
is ignored and is not inserted back into the EventOueue. 

0150. If the present time, T, is within the bounds of 
the reaction-time constraints, then the Trigger method of the 
process that should be triggered by this triggering Event can 
be executed. Trigger checks the guarding conditions of the 
process, and if they hold, it calls the Execute method of the 
process. 

0151. If the guarding conditions do not hold but the 
present time, T, is still within the bounds of the reaction 
time constraints (i.e., it will still be possible to check the 
guarding conditions at a later time) then the Event is inserted 
back into the Event Queue. The Event now has a T value 
that is equal to the present time, T. 

cc. 

0152. A History module deals with recording the history 
of Events that were generated and Processes that were 
executed, in the course of the application execution. The 
Mtime class is the time-class used by applications. Its time 
granularity is of the order of milliseconds. It contains 
operators for comparing two Mtime objects (e.g., =, z, >, <, 
2and S) and methods for increasing an Mtime object by a 
given amount of time. 

0153 FIG. 36 is a meta-OPD that shows a generic 
compound process, called Processing. The Processing pro 
cess generically represents how the tool organizes informa 
tion of a diagram, for example, to automatically generate 
code, provide a simulation, and otherwise make sense of a 
OPM/OPL model. The right-hand side of this OPD shows an 
Involved Object Set with its two Enabler types and three 
Transformee types—Affectee, Resultee and Consumee, 
along with their corresponding procedural links—effect link, 
result link and consumption link. Processing includes two 
constituent Sub-processes: Triggering and Executing. Each 
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time Executing operates a record of an occurrence of Pro 
cessing may be inserted into a History RecordSet of Pro 
cessing. 

0154) Enablers, who are Agents and/or Instruments, 
optionally enable the entire Processing process. Their pos 
sible involvement in the two sub-processes of Processing 
can be inferred from the fact that they touch the outer 
circumference of the process, rather than just one of its 
Sub-processes. 

0155 Each process has a (possibly empty) Pre-condition 
Set a set of logical conditions that are checked by the 
process Triggering. A condition can be a Boolean expres 
Sion, a test as to whether particular objects are in specific 
states required for Execution to take place, and so forth. 

0156 The Pre-condition Set can be in a True or False 
state. The Sub-process Triggering checks each condition in 
the Pre-condition Set. If the Pre-condition Set is evaluated to 
True, then Executing is allowed to start. The sub-process 
Executing constitutes the particular behavior of Processing 
(the “body' of the procedure/function/routine/operation/ 
method). Executing transforms the Transformees of the 
Processing process. It can change the state of the Affectees 
via the effect link, it can create the generated Resultees via 
the result link, and it can consume the Consumees via the 
consumption link. Executing may require the involvement 
of one more Enablers of Processing Instruments as well as 
Agents. 

0157. In addition to automatic code generation, the sys 
tem can provide other helpful design features. For example, 
the tool can use the generic processing model of FIG. 36 to 
provide animated simulations of a modeled system to dem 
onstrate modeled execution threads. The simulation can also 
verify design intents and program logic. The simulator can 
be suited to real-time systems and accept time constraints of 
lower and upper bounds of being in a state, duration of a 
process, or the transition time between states. Exceeding 
these upper or lower bounds triggers and exception handling 
process. This information is used to run the simulation. 
0158. The simulation can be continuous or step-con 
trolled by the user. The simulation starts by the user selecting 
a Subset of things (objects and/or processes) and specifying 
states of objects that trigger Some process. The simulation 
can depict the state(s) of an object by changing the color of 
the current state(s) and use various colors for things (objects 
and processes) that are in the past, present or future. The 
simulation can indicate continued execution of a process by 
flashing and/or changing colors of the process ellipse. As 
Soon as the process terminates, all the post-process effects 
take place (e.g., new objects can be generated, input objects 
consumed, change of states, and so forth). The time duration 
of a process can be fixed or randomly drawn from a 
pre-specified distribution function with given parameters. In 
addition, multimedia artifacts can be switched on or off 
along with generation or destruction of objects or 

0159. As an example, consider a simulation of the Wed 
ding process of FIGS. 9 and 12. In these diagrams the user 
specifies the initial conditions of Person as being at State 
“single'. This state is inherited to both the Sam and Jane 
instances of Person. The user also specifies that Justice and 
License are present. These are the pre-conditions for the 
License verifying process. The simulation shows this pro 
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cess as the first to take place by coloring the ellipse of this 
process red. The time duration of this process is specified as 
10 minutes. The simulation represents each 10 minutes as 1 
second, so the coloring lasts 1 second, after which only the 
circumference of the process remains red, indicating this 
process has passed. The process generates the Boolean 
object “License is Legal?'. This object changes its color 
from gray to green. A pre-defined distribution function with 
0.98 probability of success is run and determines that 
“License is Legal. This is denoted by coloring the “yes” 
state of the Boolean object. The pre-conditions for the 
"Ceremony Conducting process are (1) presence of one 
instance of “Man’ and one instance of “Woman'; (2) 
presence of “Justice'; and (3) “Legal License”. Since all 
three preconditions are met, “Ceremony Conducting is 
triggered and colored red. A normal distribution function 
with a mean of 35 minutes and standard deviation of 15 
minutes has been predefined. The actual length of the 
ceremony is computed by the simulation program to be 40 
minutes, so the coloring lasts 4 seconds. Immediately there 
after, two things happen: (1) "Dining is triggered uncon 
ditionally; and (2) the object “Couple' is now generated, 
which is marked by changing its color from gray to green 
and flashing a couple of times. "Dining is determined to 
take 120 minutes, so it is colored red and flashes for 12 
seconds. Guest Group is hungry as long as the Dining takes 
place. This is denoted by the hungry state being colored. As 
Soon as "Dining terminates, the state "hungry” is uncolored 
and state “full becomes colored. This is when the simula 
tion ends. On the average, 1 in 50 simulations would end 
with “Wedding being postponed due to an illegal 
“License. 

0.160 Automatic code generation and the system simu 
lation features described above illustrate potential benefits 
from the formal expression of a system in OPM/OPL. Again, 
at the heart of the system are techniques for generating 
formal text sentences for graphic constructs, and Vice-versa. 
Another benefit of this bi-modal graphic-textual represen 
tation of the system is the ability of people with various 
backgrounds and preferences to relate to the system speci 
fication by inspecting either the graphics or the text and in 
case Some point is unclear at one, the other can be consulted. 
No programming background is required as the language is 
a subset of English and the symbol set is small and intuitive. 
0.161 FIG. 37 illustrates a process 450 for generating text 
based on received user input 452. Such as user input creating 
or connecting a graphic element to another graphic element. 
A pattern recognition process operates on the user input and 
maintains equivalence between the graphics and the text. 
The process identifies pre-defined constructions or symbol 
arrangements which translate to specific formal English 
sentences types as specified in a pattern lookup table. 
0162. As described above, some symbols are graphically 
overloaded, i.e., they perform “double' duty. For example, 
a blackened triangle may indicate aggregation or a Boolean 
AND, depending on the triangle connections. Thus, the 
process 450 may determine 454 the context of the symbol, 
for example, by identifying other connected or linked sym 
bols. Based on the symbol and determined 454 context (e.g., 
pattern recognized from the lookup table), the process 450 
identifies 456 a corresponding sentence type and outputs or 
updates 450 a formal English sentence using the identified 
sentence type and the relevant symbol labels. 
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0163 FIG. 38 illustrates a process 460 for modifying a 
graphic depiction of a system based on received text. The 
process 460 parses the text, in accordance with the context 
free grammar production rules, to identify, for example, the 
type of sentence, labeled elements included in the text and 
so forth. The process 460 can verify that that the sentence 
constitutes a syntactically legal sentence. If not, the system 
can present a set of syntactically correct alternatives for user 
selection. The process 460 can also notify a user if a 
sentence semantically contradicts a previously existing sen 
tence. 

0164. After parsing, the process 460 can identify 464 text 
elements already depicted in a diagram. For elements not yet 
depicted, the process 360 attempts to identify available 
workspace area for the addition of new elements. Such 
attempts may be based on legibility metrics, such as the size 
of a closed shape (object, process, state) required to contain 
its label, a penalty for the amount of overlapping of closed 
shapes, containment requirements (such as states within 
object, Sub-processes within a Zoomed-in process, etc.), 
intra-symbol distances, the number of intersecting links 
caused by a particular placement, link lengths and number of 
bendings, and so forth. Each metric has a weight and a value. 
A score is calculated and an objective function is attempted 
to be optimized. If a satisfactory space exists 468 (e.g., if the 
calculated weighted score of the metric values exceed a 
threshold), the process 460 can add 472 the symbol to the 
diagram in the identified space and inter-connect 474 the 
symbol to other elements as specified by the text. If no 
satisfactory space exists 468, the process 460 can attempt to 
move existent graphic elements to create room. For 
example, the process 460 can identify spaces having the 
relative best metric scores and attempt to move bordering 
graphic elements away from these spaces. Each moving of 
elements is judged again the same set of criteria and a 
weighted score of the metric values is calculated. 
0165. As described above, OPM/OPL can model a wide 
variety of systems and potentially generate/simulate Such 
systems. Additionally, the system can provide capabilities 
beyond the realm of modeling. For example, the system can 
aid in translating text from one natural language to another. 
For instance, FIGS. 39 and 40 illustrate translation of a 
passage from English to French. 
0166 FIG. 39 illustrates an OPM diagram and corre 
sponding formal English description of an ATM (Automatic 
Teller Machine) system. The system model 102 and formal 
English 104 reflect the following free style prose. 

0.167 A consortium consisting of five banks operates 
an ATM system. Each bank holds many accounts, one 
for each customer. An account is accessible through a 
cash card. A customer can own one or more cash cards. 
The main process the ATM system is designed to carry 
out is the execution of cash dispensing an depositing 
transactions. Each transaction refers to an account. 
Executing the transaction can end up with exactly one 
of the following two outcomes: (1) it can yield a 
(Successful) transaction; or (2) it can issue a denial 
notice. 

As shown in FIG. 39, the element labels and text sen 
tences 104 appear in English. 

0168 FIG. 40 displays a copy of the same diagram where 
the element labels have been translated to French. Such 
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translation may be performed using a look-up table storing 
translations of different words and phrases. To increase 
translation accuracy, the look-up table may include domain 
specific translations. For example, a system model identified 
as being in the finance domain will translate “bank’ as 
“Bankcque' instead of the French word for “River Bank”. 
0.169 FIG. 40 also shows the corresponding text sen 
tences 104 in formal French. In addition to reflecting the 
translation of element labels, the sentences 104 also feature 
French reserved words and syntax (e.g., the English “affect” 
becomes the French “affecte”). The same sentence type (e.g., 
a state enumeration sentence) may differ in different natural 
languages. For example, one natural language may have a 
syntax that orders terms differently than another. 
0170 Thus, as shown in FIGS. 39 and 40, to obtain a 
Suitable translation of a passage, a user need only create a 
diagram of the passage and request translation. The system 
can then translate the element labels and formulate sentences 
in the destination language in accordance with the sentence 
types corresponding to the diagram. 
0171 While FIGS. 39 and 40 show translation for a 
single diagram, a model may include a set of diagrams. For 
example, the “Transaction Executing process may encap 
sulate other entities. It should be understood that the system 
can translate all diagrams in a system model. 
0172 FIG. 41 illustrates a computer platform 500 suit 
able for executing real-time or batch tool instructions 508. 
As shown, the platform 500 includes one or more processors 
502, volatile memory 504, and non-volatile memory 506. 
The non-volatile memory 506, such as a hard disk, stores the 
instructions, for example, after installation from a disk, 
CD-ROM, or transmission over a network. In the course of 
operation, the instructions 508 are transferred from the 
non-volatile memory 506 to the volatile memory 504 and the 
processor(s) 502. As shown, the platform 500 includes a 
connection 510 to external devices such as input devices 
(e.g., keyboard, mouse, and so forth) and output devices 
(e.g., a speaker, monitor, an so forth). 
0173 The platform 500 also includes a network connec 
tion 512 to send and receive information such as models and 
model fragments to other networked devices. For example, 
the system can work in a collaborative mode using a 
coordinated distributed database of the formal English and/ 
or corresponding diagram. Users distributed geographically 
and can check-out parts of the model that they can modify 
and then check-in, while other team members can work on 
other parts of the system. 
0.174 The techniques described herein are not limited to 
any particular hardware or Software configuration; they may 
find applicability in any computing or processing environ 
ment. The techniques may be implemented in hardware or 
software, or a combination of the two. Preferably, the 
techniques are implemented in computer programs execut 
ing on programmable computers, each including a proces 
Sor, a storage medium readable by the processor (including 
Volatile and non-volatile memory and/or storage elements), 
at least one input device, and one or more output devices. 
0.175 Each program is preferably implemented in high 
level procedural or object oriented programming language to 
communicate with a computer system. However, the pro 
grams can be implemented in assembly or machine lan 
guage, if desired. In any case the language may be compiled 
or interpreted language. 
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0176 Each such computer program is preferably stored 
on a storage medium or device (e.g., CD-ROM, hard disk, 
or magnetic disk) that is readable by a general or special 
purpose programmable computer for configuring and oper 
ating the computer when the storage medium or device is 
read by the computer to perform the procedures described 
herein. The system may also be considered to be imple 
mented as a computer-readable storage medium, configured 
with a computer program, where the storage medium so 
configured causes a computer to operate in a specific and 
predefined manner. 
0177) Other embodiments are within the scope of the 
following claims. 

1-34. (canceled) 
35. A computer-implemented method of architecting, 

engineering, lifecycle Support and/or modeling of a system, 
the method comprising: 

receiving an input specifying textually requirements of 
the system; 

modeling the system using meta-libraries containing 
metamodels for domain-specific artifacts as templates 
for standardized design; 
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linking the requirements to elements of a model of the 
system; 

receiving feedback on coverage of the requirements by 
the model; 

simulating the model of the system qualitatively and 
quantitatively; 

modeling one or more tests for accepting the system; 
automatically generating one or more test scripts related 

to said one or more tests; 
feeding one or more test inputs to the system being 

modeled and feeding results back to the model; 
receiving feedback relating quality of the system; 

based on the model, computing one or more costs and one 
or more risks associated with the system; and 

automatically generating documentation and one or more 
courses of action for one or more parameters of the 
system at one or more stages of the system lifecycle. 


